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Automation Laboratory Development Focusing on Industrial Hands-on Experience, Simulation Software, and Application Research Projects

Abstract

This paper describes the development of an Automation Control Lab in the Department of Engineering Technology at the University. The lab facility includes pneumatic actuators/sensors, electrical relays switches, and Programmable Logic Controllers (PLC). The major goal of the development is to help students gain hands-on industrial experience by conducting simple projects during the lecture hours and more advanced projects during the lab hours. Simulation software is also applied to reduce implementation time when developing complicated pneumatic circuits and PLC programs. In addition, three examples of industrial automation projects using PLC from the Technology Application Center (TAC) are also introduced to students to enhance their knowledge of automation controls. Performance assessment is conducted for this development.

1. Introduction

To a large extent, hands-on skills are what separate the programs of engineering technology from engineering\(^1\). Various hands-on labs and projects have been developed for engineering technology students to maximize their learning capabilities\(^2,3,4,5\). As PLC technology has been robustly applied in the industry, both engineering and engineering technology programs have included this subject into their curricula\(^6,7,8\). While the use of the technology in design projects has been mentioned in other publications\(^9\), there is no paper emphasizing the use of projects in the lecture to help students gain the industrial hands-on experience, attract attention, and improve class performance. This paper discusses the development of an automation control lab to achieve the purpose. The course content of Automation and Controls offered in the Department of Engineering Technology at the University includes the following four main components:

1. Pneumatic components and pneumatic circuit designs.
2. Feedback from electrical sensors and related hardwired electrical relay ladder diagrams.
3. Programmable Logical Controllers (PLC) programming.
4. PLC research projects.

During the first quarter of the class, students learn to identify various pneumatic valves with their associated functions in pneumatic circuit design. Main pneumatic components included in the lectures and labs are air supply modules, directional control valves, quick exhausted valves, speed control valves, roller-activated sensors, and actuators. Topics also cover the numbering of components in the circuit diagram and determining the sizes of valves based on the design inputs or requirements. To help students gain industrial
hands-on experience when conducting the projects, Festo\textsuperscript{10} pneumatic components are used.

During the second quarter of the class, students learn the configuration of relay schematic ladder diagrams, basic gate logics, Boolean functions with De Morgan’s law\textsuperscript{11}, electrical relays, electrical sensors, and actuators. Students are required to solve various logic programming and hardware wiring problems. The Festo Didactic components are also used, including electrical switches, relays, solenoid-activated valves, and sensors\textsuperscript{12}. Figure 1 shows the flexibility in wire connection technology provided by the company.

![Figure 1: Flexibility in Connection Technology](image)

During the third quarter of the class, students learn the structure of a PLC program, code conversions, converting ladder diagrams developed in the second quarter of the class to PLC programs, and timer/counter programming. LogixPro\textsuperscript{13} software is applied in the class. The main advantage of using the software is that the addresses of relays, timers, and counters are the same as those used in the textbook\textsuperscript{11} of this class. Near the end of the class, three industrial applied projects using the PLC programming technology are given so that students can enhance their knowledge of automation controls.

2. Lab Setup and Workstations

Figure 2 shows the lab setup in the class. Students sit in the center area of the classroom surrounded by seven workstations. When the lecture is completed, students go to each workstation working on a project assignment related to the lecture topic. To focus on the hands-on experience, each group contains no more than three people. Figure 3 shows the details of each workstation. Students can create a program in a PC and download it to a PLC through a communication interface cable. The PLC, discrete input/output ports, switches, and electrical relays are located on the top rack of the workstation. All other components such as pneumatic hoses, electrical cables, direction control valves, sensors, and actuators, are stored in the Component Storage Drawers. The component mounting table is located at the center of the workstation.
Figure 2: Automation Lab

Figure 3: Main Components of Each Workstation

Switches
3. Lecture Projects

During each class, the instructor begins with an introductory lecture discussing a particular control topic, followed by an explanation of the project assignment. The remainder of the lab period is used by the students to construct and test their projects. Four typical projects given in each of the main teaching components, which is discussed in Session1, are listed as follows:

3.1 Pneumatic Circuit Design

“When either one of the two normally closed 3/2 push buttons is pressed, or both are pressed, a single acting cylinder will be moving forward with an adjustable speed and retracting with a regular speed.”

3.2 Hardwired Ladder Logic Programming

“If a Normally-Open (NO) push button A is pressed and released immediately, an LED will be on and remain on. The LED can be reset by pressing a Normally-Closed (NC) push button.”

3.3 PLC Programming – Timer

“When an NO Start button is pressed and keep holding for five seconds, an output light will be on and remain on even though the button is not pressed. When a second NO switch is pressed, the system will be reset and the whole program is ready for another cycle.”

3.4 PLC Programming – Timer and Counter

“When an NO Start button is pressed and released four times, a single-acting cylinder will be moving forward. After five seconds, the cylinder will be automatically retracting and the system is ready for the repeat of another cycle.”

Figure 4 shows a group working on the hardwired seal-in circuit stated in Section 3.2.
4. Lab Projects
In addition to the lecture projects, students are required to conduct more advanced projects during the lab sessions. Four lab projects which are equivalent to Session 3 are given as follows:

4.1 Pneumatic Circuit Design
“Please design a pneumatic circuit diagram by using the following information:

a. Piston 1.0 is to move forward with an adjustable speed when a push button is pushed.
b. Piston 2.0 is to move forward with an adjustable speed after Piston 1.0 is fully advanced.
c. Piston 1.0 is to move backward at a regular speed when Piston 2.0 is fully advanced.
d. Piston 2.0 is to move backward automatically with a very fast speed.
e. The operation will run continuously until the push button is released.”

4.2 Hardwired Ladder Logic Programming
“In this project, you may use either limit switches or proximity sensors to wire your electrical circuit. Please design and implement a hardwired ladder diagram to perform the following tasks:

a. An NO push button (which will be immediately opened when released) is to start the operation and extend Cylinder A at an adjustable speed when Cylinder B is in the retract position, which is sensed by a proximity sensor Pr3.
b. Cylinder B starts to move forward slowly when Cylinder A is fully extended and is sensed by a proximity sensor Pr1.
c. Cylinder A remains in fully extended position, but when Cylinder B is fully extended and is sensed by a proximity sensor Pr2, Cylinder A starts to retract at regular speed.

d. Cylinder B remains in fully extended position, but when Cylinder A starts to retract, so does Cylinder B.

e. The operation will be continuously repeated until another NC Push Button is pressed.”

4.3 PLC Programming – Timer and Counter

“Please design a safety PLC program for a chemical plant to perform the following operations:

a. An NO start button is used to activate the whole system and an NC reset button to reset the system at any time.

b. When an NO pressure gage is activated three times (Counter CTU-1) in 10 seconds, a red light will be on.

c. Both timer and counter will be automatically reset when they reach the preset value.”

In addition to the lab group projects, three active hands-on lab tests are given to each individual, as shown in Figure 5.

![Figure 5: Students Are Taking a Lab Test Individually.](image)

5. Simulation Software

FluidSim\textsuperscript{14} and LogixPro simulation software are introduced to students when working on more advanced projects. FluidSim is used to help students develop pneumatic circuits, and LogixPro is applied to help students design PLC programming. The main reason of choosing the software is that the components specified in the software match the components used in the lab. Students can significantly save time using the simulation capabilities of the software before implementing their projects. Figure 6 shows the use of FluidSim to solve the project stated in Session 4.1; Figure 7 shows the use of LogixPro to solve the project stated in Session 4.3.
Figure 6: A Pneumatic Circuit Design Using FluidSim
6. Three Industrial Automation Projects

To help students gain the knowledge of automation controls using PLC programming, three industrial applied projects are introduced in the class:

6.1 A Pneumatically-Latched Valve

Figures 8 and 9 show a design and fabrication of a single 5/2 (five ports and two positions) pneumatically-latched valve to automatically lift a cover. Operation of the design utilizes only through mechanical means without using any electrical power, electronic sensors, and controllers. Therefore, the system not only saves energy and components but also increases operational safety. Figure 8 shows that the valve stays in the retracted position; Figure 9 shows that the valve moves to the extended position.
Figure 8: The Valve in the Retract Position

Figure 9: The Valve in the Forward Position
6.2 Design for an Impact-Testing Machine

Figure 10 shows the design and integration of an impact-testing machine which is particularly applied to test the performance of an impact-reduction knee brace; Figure 11 shows the control flow chart. Four linear actuators with two on each of the two magnetic rails are used to lift up an object weighing up to 70 lbs. with each actuator powered and controlled by an industrial amplifier. A PLC program is applied to activate these four actuators simultaneously and repeatedly. Accelerometers connected to a National Instruments (NI) data acquisition system are used to measure the impact force during the tests.

![Figure 10: An Impact-Test Machine](image1)

![Figure 11: The Automation Control Flow Chart](image2)
Figure 12 shows the reactivation of a 6-DOF impact machine which is used to simulate various dynamic environment systems. Output from the machine is the history of impact forces collected by accelerometers. Result shows that the machine can repeatedly generate an impact force up to 12 G. The control scheme is similar to Figure 11, but with more sophisticated PLC programming.

7. Learning Performance Assessments

Table 1 shows the average test performance between the traditional (lecture-only) and the lecture-and-project classes:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Pneumatics</th>
<th>Ladder Relay Logic</th>
<th>PLC Programming</th>
<th>Total Scores</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Traditional Classes (89 Students Tested)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>84</td>
<td>82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project-Focused Classes (41 Students Tested)</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>91</td>
<td>86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 12: A 6-DOF Inverse Stewart Machine
Results show that the test performance using this new approach is better than that of the traditional classes. Based on the instructors’ observations, two of the most obvious results of implementing the lecture/lab improvement are:

a. Higher class attendance rate: Students will have to come to the class for the lab-work credits performed in the lecture classes.

b. Stronger interest in coming to the class: Students pay more attention to the lecture topics and are willing to spend more time after the class to complete the projects.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Question</th>
<th>Rating</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. In the first week of class, the instructor provided documents and</td>
<td>9. Overall, I have learned or benefited from this class.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>information that clearly explained the course content, assignments,</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grading and other important policies.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. The course materials, exams, projects and/or papers in the class</td>
<td>10. Overall, the instructor is an effective teacher.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>required me to think critically.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. The instructor welcomed questions and other class participation.</td>
<td>11. Rate the punctuality of the instructor in returning student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>assignments &amp; exams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4. The instructor was enthusiastic with respect to the subject matter.</td>
<td>12. Rate the punctuality of the instructor in returning student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>assignments &amp; exams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5. The instructor was available for consultation and helpful during</td>
<td>13. Rate the punctuality of the instructor in returning student</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>office hours.</td>
<td>assignments &amp; exams.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6. The instructor arrived on time for class and used the full class</td>
<td>14. Rate the relevance of the exams &amp; projects used to assign grades</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>period allotted.</td>
<td>in this course.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7. In order to get good grades on tests and assignments, I had to</td>
<td>15. Rate the fairness of the instructor in assigning grades.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>know the course materials outlined in the syllabus and discussed in</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>class.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8. The instructor’s presentations were informative.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2 shows the questionnaires for the Student Teaching Evaluation at the University, the class received an average of 4.9 out of 5.0 when compared to the averages of the Department (4.2) and College (4.2). Plans have been implemented to continue monitoring the results of future class performances.

8. Summary

The automation laboratory is developed to conduct a project-based for a lecture. Results show that the test performance improves in all main topic areas when compared to a traditional class. The main reasons for the improvement are because of higher class attendance rate and stronger interest in conducting hands-on projects. Because of the interest in gaining hands-on experience, students are willing to spend extra time to complete their projects. As students need to take the lab tests individually, their hands-on acquired skills can be evaluated. Also students can use the simulation capabilities of the software to save the implementation time when working on more complex projects.
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